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2004_1001-rv7Slow going getting started on the fuel lines.
Realized I need to put a one inch hole for a grommet in the side of the fusalage,
which means I have to remove the wings to bore the hole to run the main lines. That
looks to be a real wrestling match.
Did make some headway on the vent lines, starting with the left tank vent back to
the fusalage. This all sounds like you have to spend some time paying your dues on
fuel fittings and working with the lines, just like it takes a while to get
proficient and comfortable riveting.
I finally figured out it was going to be easier (I hope) to work the fuel lines in
from the grommet toward the center of the console where the fuel selector valve is,
rather than the other way around.
I'll try a new procedure when I get the hole bored in the left side of the
fusalage, and if it works out, I can also run the main line for the right tank...
Which is trickier, because the fuel flow is from the leading edge where the "flop
tube" mounts... It's an inverted flight capable tank.
From here on out, it will be slow going on details. I hope to have the fuel lines
run soon so I can take everthing back apart and reload the fusalage into the back
bedroom for working on details in the comfort of the house for winter.
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2004_1004-rv7Production is definitely on the decline with an un-heated garage.
Realized I had a 1 inch treepanning tool to cut the hole in the fusalage for the
main fuel line, but no holder. So, a little scrounging from my steel supply and
lathe worth and voila! We're ready to bore the hole. It took two of us to pull the
pins on the wings and disconnect the left wing so I could get set up to drill the
hole for the main fuel line.
The other shot is of the holes for the bolt that attaches the rear spar. The spec
calls for at least 5/8 inch edge clearance from the center of the hole. I've got it
pretty much dead center, and have about 3/4 inch clearance.
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2004_1005-rv7Drilling the one inch hole for the grommet for the main fuel line... The second
picture does not do justice to how much work it was to get the two grommets into
place - the outer one fits on the the skin and the inner one next to it is on a
stiffener panel. What makes the routing difficult is fishing the 3/8 inch fuel line
around the gear weldment.
Lastly, we had to drill out some rivets we installed in the bottom skin which are
really for platenuts and mating holes (to be drilled) on the bottom skin of the
fusalage. This would have been a lot easier if I thought of it earlier... Oh well.
After finishing the left wing, Cathy and I pulled the pins on the right wing and
removed it. Hopefully tomorrow I can get the right fuel line done and drill the
holes through the bottom skins for the platenuts. After I drill the rivets out on
the right wing I got carried away with... The plans were a little vague in this
area.
Still a hoot to build this thing, but we are looking forward to taking the major
assemblies apart and putting the fusalage back into it's cocoon in the house for
winter work... Which reminds me... Having done the wiring of a new panel into the
room, I need to run phone and computer cabling, and then it's time to get
insulation, a vapor barrier, and drywall into the room before loading in the
fusalage.
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2004_1006-rv7The fuel and vent lines for the right wing make for some interesting clearance
issues. I'm not really happy with the one bend in the main fuel line but now that I
know the dimensional contraints I can always fabricate new ones this winter when
the fusalage is in the house.
Putting the wings back on was easier than I expected. It still takes two people to
wiggle things a bit to fit the pins in place. The only thing left to do in the
garage is drill the pilot holes for the platenuts along the bottom of the fusalage
where the wing intersects. That, and possibly try to fit up the elevator trim
cable.
Meanwhile back at the ranch, I ran the telephone and computer cables down the wall
in the work room so we can move on to insulating, vapor barrier-ing, and drywalling
the room for the fusalage's "homecoming".
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2004_1007-rv7-

It took longer to measure and mark the locations, and drill the screw holes, to eventually
fasten the fusalage bottom skin to the left and right wing panels.
Since I have a form of blended trifocals for lenses, this required doing partitial situps so I
can read the cotton pickin' scale to mark the hole locations!
There isn't a whole lot left to do with everything pieced together in the garage. This
weekend we'll probably get the insulation and drywall to finish the room, and then we can
take everything apart and move operations back into the house.
We would only be at maybe 25 to 30% of where we are now if we had to do all the work in
the garage. It may be a tight squeeze working on assemblies at times, but it sure is nice to
be able to work into the wee hours of the night with (a) lots of light, and (b) HEAT!
...Plus it's only a few steps to the fridge.
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2004_1009-rv7We managed to get the insulation and drywall up this weekend to prepare the new
nest.
Tentatively, it looks like the fusalage will go in by next weekend, and I can clear
out my mother-in-law's room to make it habitable in a couple weeks. And while were
at it, I still have one rack of wood to cut, but otherwise we're pretty much set
for winter.
Hope folks like the view of the fall foliage out the 4X8' window, it has really
been a treat to finally get a chance to take advantage of the view out of the west
side of the house.
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2004_1010-rv7Cathy doing the drywalling details...
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2004_1013-rv7At this stage of construction I am using hardware store variety bolts (rather than
the final precision aircraft bolts) to pin the wings in place for fitting the fuel
lines, etc.
I turned the threads off the bolts and bullet-nosed them to ease in assembly. I
wanted to make up a set of 7/16 and 1/4 bolt pins to test the wing fit up. There
are four 7/16" and four 1/4" bolts holding the main spar of each wing to the
fusalage.
I am hoping to schedule a visit from my Experimental Aircraft Association (EAA)
Chapter's technical advisor before I take everything back apart. The fuel lines at
this stage look okay, but I'd kind of like to run them by someone with more
experience for comment.
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2004_1014-rv7Marvin Bishop, the technical advisor for builders in EAA Chapter 740, was kind
enough to come by this morning and look over the work we've been doing - rigging
the wings and various control surfaces - before I take everything back apart.
Am looking to arrange a visit to an RV-7 at Plymouth Airport, which is near
completion, with Dino Vlahakis, our Chapter's flight advisor, and to start the
thought processes on planning for a flight test program (probably 2 years out for
certification of the completed project).
I could have kicked myself, after Marvin left this morning, for forgetting to take
his picture.
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2004_1016-rv7Started the day with a visit from Phil Weber, an A&P and former state rep I served
in the legislature with, then it was off to taking the sliding door apart. The
slider was easy. The fixed part of the door is was a real pain, but boy it sure
went back together easier than it did coming apart.
Anyhow, Cathy and I took the tail surfaces apart and put them in their storage
carts, and then it was time to pull the pins on the wings, and move the fusalage
back to the house. I couldn't do my trick to wiggle the fusalage in on the main
gear, like I did when I took it out of the house.
We had to pull the gear just outside the house, and support the fusalage on my
riveting cart. This requires the occasional Charles Atlas squat to lift the
fusalage and reposition it, pull the gear, etc. Now that we have the fuslage in the
house, tomorrow we'll probably work on getting the wings back in the house and
lowering the fusalage further, for work this winter.
Tentatively we're going to lower the fusalage onto some 4x4 timbers using a floor
jack, which will save my lower back later, while working out the break lines etc.
and fitting the canopy. Building an airplane... What a hoot!
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2004_1017-rv7Today we re-organized some rooms in the house to get ready for working over the
winter on the fusalage. First, we had to move some 4-drawer laterals to the garage
to make room in a utility area for the work bench and storage cart, for the
empenage and flaps and aelerons.
Worked out well, as we wound up with the wings safely tucked away on their cart in
the dining room, and the west bedroom, where the fusalage is now, has some room to
move around in and work. Hopefully with few if any "hanger rash" problems. Doesn't
sound like much much, but Cathy and I felt like mules with all the heavy lifting.
We had hoped to go flying this afternoon but the weather was determined not to
cooperate. I did notice a Cessna doing a lot of skud work overhead this
afternoon... Not me, baby!
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2004_1018-rv7-Did absolute zip on the aircraft today... We went flying instead!
Left on runway 25 at Lebanon airport, with the wind 10 degrees off the nose.
Managed to get pictures that show Cathy's office, and our house.
The others are of Goose Pond and Mt. Cardigan... In our neck of the woods. The pond
got it's name from early settlers in the early 1700's, who shot some geese for feed
and settled the area.
This photo of Mt. Cardigan does not do justice to how pretty it was up there today.
We hike this puppy in about an hour from the base... Although doing it at
Thanksgiving and New Years has been extreme, with gail force winds.
Almost froze my right eye once on the run to the summit... Touch the guy wire on
the summit outpost and run like hell down... Climbed it once after an ice storm one
winter and it was like being on another planet!
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2004-10-21Okay... Back to work!
Under the piercing gaze of the shop supervisor I cleaned out the fusalage and
started working on its front part. I'll finish drilling the skins and clips for the
instrument panel and then strip the sheet metal all off to make finishing the fuel
vent lines and brake lines easier to install.
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2004_1022-rv7Van's builder manual calls for drilling the various bulkhead parts on the front
section of the fusalage, then the outer skin. I found it took a lot of tweaking to
get the skins to fit... So, I decided to do things in somewhat a reverse order.
Once the skin fit is acceptable I have now drilled the skin (and finished the right
eyeball vent). Next I'll drill the internal bulkhead intersections and take the
skin off, followed by removing the parts over the rudder/brake pedals so I can
finish the vent and brake lines.
This is about as far as I can take the front of the fusalage until I get a
finishing kit.
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2004_1023-rv7Drilling the forward bulkheads with the skin on was an interesting exercise in
contortions... Sounds like a harbinger of what riveting will be. Anyhow, the rudder
pedal area is again open to the sky for working on finishing the vent and brake
lines.
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2004_1025-rv7Took a couple tries but I think I have the fuel vent lines more or less routed. The
brake lines will be more interesting...
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2004_1028-rv7Been tied up for the last couple days.
Tonight, I wrestled the left brake line from the fitting at the gear to the
firewall. After I get the right one done I'll move on to the plastic tubing and
related fittings for the brake lines at the individual brake pedals.
You can see why Van's suggests doing this work before the forward top section of
the fusalage is riveted in place.
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2004_1030-rv7Drilling the firewall for the brake reservoir.
jig to locate the holes.
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I made a simple mild steel drill

2004_1031-rv7Brake lines... The saga continues. Getting ready to finalize the lightening holes
in the rudder pedal brace and adding the grommet holes for the brake lines. Made a
drill jig and drilled the firewall for the brake fluid reservoir. Hopefully I'll be
able to mill the lightening holes tomorrow.
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2004_1101-rv7I find the 2x4 support method for milling aluminum sheet metal parts works fine.
Here we are milling the lightening holes in the rudder pedal support brackets and
drilling the holes to pass the brake lines through.
Will probably have my spare time tied up for a couple days while I replace four
struts on the Elantra and probably bite the bullet and do a clutch job on it...
Yuck! At least I got the plow ready for winter.
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2004_1102-rv7Finished routing the brake lines on the rudder pedals. Was easier than I expected.
Hard to believe the brake lines associated with the rudder pedals are plastic, but
the lines indicate they have a 500 psi capacity.
Did a trial routing/fitting of the elevator trim cable (manual trim). I was a
little skeptical the cable could make the tight bend up front in the cockpit area
bit it does. Also double checked measurements for the static air ports and drilled
the holes and installed the ports (1/8 pop rivets whose mandrels are then driven
out).
The fun part will be pulling that elevator trim cable all the way back out so I can
drill the hole in the fuel selector cover, install a snap bushing in same, and then
re-feed the cable all the way back in... Although at this point I will drill the
hole, debur, prime etc. and leave the final cable assembly for much later.
Last night I ordered the X-Plane PC simulator to check out the RV-9A simulation
that is available. I figure what the heck, it's going to be at least a year or two
before I can make use of some transition training, but anything you can do now to
get started helps. Besides, hopefully I can use it for working on an instrument
rating.
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2004_1114-rv7misc pics of tooling...
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2004_1125-rv7Happy Thanksgiving to everyone! Sure had an interesting downpour today from the
squal line of a cold front.
Starting to work again on the plane. The infection on the leg has finally healed
and I have my system back up and running after an interesting exercise in upgrading
to Redhat Fedora Core 3 to fix some programming libraries that recently got
hammered.
I'm warming up on details on the front cover materials between the fuel selector
and the fire wall. While my leg was healing, scoped out the roll bar fabrication
work.
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2004_1128-rv7Finished the drilling today on the floor sheet metal that covers the fuel and brake
lines.
Van's calls for the sheet to be 15/16 inch from the floor which was accomplished
using two pieces of wood to set the gap then it was a matter of drilling pilot then
finish holes through the sheet meal and floor stiffeners.
More materials to the inventory of stuff to debur-dimple-prime-and platenut rivet.
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2004_11-30-rv7Boy what nice weather to fly up for a peek at the Mt. Washington area before the
snow/sleet/freezing rain shows up tonight! Sure beats taking pictures of deburring
parts.
Been meaning to get my mother-in-law up for flight but the weather hasn't been too
cooperative so when when Cathy had a day off and we had good weather I decided to
strike while the iron was hot.....
The snow capped peak in the distance is Mt. Washington. The peak accross from the
ski area is Mt. Lafayette, and the ski area is Cannon Mt. where the Old Man of the
Mountain used to be in the notch between Cannon and Mt. Lafayette.
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2004-12-30-rv7Starting to get back into doing some work on the plane. Fixed some software
glitches this morning and am getting ready to start work on the roll bar section of
the fusalage. This afternoon paid fellow builder (RV 6A) Dave White a visit to look
at his project. Dave had come by to see our RV-7A project. He found us from some
tooling posts I put on the RivetBangers.com RV builders forum. It's always an
education to see and hear of other projects and learn from others' experiences.
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